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A change to FDIC Section 337.6 takes effect
January 1, 2010 and restricts deposit rates
offered by "less than
well-capitalized
institutions" to "not significantly exceed the
prevailing rates in the applicable market
area." While the intent of the rule change is
clear - to prevent banks that are already in
financial distress from paying more for
deposits than they could prudently afford these relatively simple phrases can present
significant implementation challenges for the
banks they are aimed at - and significant
opportunities for others.

What's in a name?
The phrase "less than Well-Capitalized"
means that the new rules apply to a broader
set of banks than one might expect. Even
those institutions whose capital ratios exceed
minimum requirements are affected by this
rule change if they are subject to a capital
maintenance provision as part of a consent
order, C&D order, capital directive, prompt
corrective action directive, or other similar
written agreement by their regulator. "Well
Capitalized" by the numbers can still mean
'Adequately Capitalized' for purposes of this
rule.

gauged against similar products in the
marketplace (i.e., money market accounts
compared to money market accounts, CDs to
CDs, etc.), based on consistent definitions of
account tiers (i.e. 'jumbo CDs' are those with
minimum balances greater than $100,0000),
and based on similar maturities. Where a
given bank's product doesn't have a direct
marketplace counterpart - for example, an 8mth CD when all other banks are offering only
6· or 12-mth products - the appropriate rate
will be inferred using a very simple linear
interpolation technique. Finally, using all
these criteria the rates from the subject bank
will be compared to the average of others in
the marketplace, and its rates cannot exceed
the average by more than 75 BP. The new
regulation even includes references to how
promotional
/
teaser rates, gift
offers, and other
traditional
promotional
tools that are
used in lieu of
pure rates are
factored into the
comparison.

And where exactly is 'Here' ?
How high is 'High'?
This part of the puzzle has already been made
very clear: the FDIC has implemented by
regulation
the
statutory
language
"significantly exceeds" as meaning 'more than
75 basis points higher'. But higher than
what? And where?
The 'what' is fairly clear: institutions subject
to this rule will have their product offerings

The definition of 'applicable marketplace' is
much less well defmed. The starting point is a
national average of rates from all insured
institutions for a given product. That average
will be published on the FDIC's website.
Obviously, a national average incorporates a
very broad range of markets and institutions, so
it's possible that such a constraint could make a

subject bank very uncompetitive
particular market area.

ill

its

Upon request, 4 product types (money market
deposit account, l z-month, 24-month and 36month CDs in amounts less than $lOO,OOO)
will be reviewed to determine if a subject bank
is operating in an area where the national
average is not a true indicator of the local
marketplace. If the standardized rate data for
the bank's market area exceeds the national
average for at least three of these four
products by at least 10 percent, it can be said
that the subject bank is indeed operating in a
high-rate area.
The text of the regulation shows examples of
'market area' defined at the state level, at the
MSA [metropolitan statistical area] and Micro
SA [micropolitan statistical areal. The latter
two are Census bureau definitions that define
population centers based on the number of
people and on their commercial and social
interactions, and together describe about 95%
of the U'.S. population. MSAs and Micro SAs
don't line up exactly with city, county or ZIP
code boundaries - so you will very likely need
to translate your existing trade area map into
one of these definitions.

Determination Isn't Implementation
So then what? If a bank is recognized as
operating in a high-rate area, then its rates
can be gauged against the average of other
banks in that area for compliance with the 75
BP differential, which presumably will allow
it to price more competitively against those
institutions.
But, what happens if the
national average would allow better pricing on
one specific product? Unfortunately, it's an
all-or-nothing proposition: the bank can elect
to use the local-market approach, or use the
national average - but once that selection is
made, it applies to all products. So you will
need to very carefully assess which productfs)
are most important to your deposit gathering
efforts at a given time, then compare your
target rate to both the local market area and
to the national average, and then determine
which approach would best suit your
institution.

The high-rate local market determination
remains in place for the calendar year in
which it was made; the institution can request
another calculation to determine if the highrate status remains in place for another year.
Banks can request a determination from the
FDIC at any point in the year, but 30 days
advance notice is required - so responses to
competitor price changes won't be as rapid as
they were in the past unless you plan ahead.
If your bank operates a website and uses it to
gather deposits from outside your market
area, offered rates on those deposits must
utilize the national average rate for
compliance with the 75 BP limit. If it has
been determined that your bank operates in a
high-cost area, those higher rates would
pertain to locally-gathered deposits, and the
national rates would apply to internet-sourced
deposits - right? Wrong: the local market
approach would apply to all locally-gathered
deposits, even if a consumer in your local
market area chooses to transact via your
website.
Which means that you may need to provide
two sets of rates on your website - and yet will
want to do it in such a way that consumers
can't see both sets of rates side by side. There
are a variety of techniques to accomplish this
type of location-specific pricing which make
the presence of multiple rates invisible to the
consumer.

How Do I Get Started?
The updated Section 337.6 rules must be
integrated
into your pricing strategy.
Determine where your offered rates need to be
to generate the deposit volume specified in
your profit plan, and compare those rates to
the FDIC's national average. If they exceed
that number by more than 75 BP, simulate
your own local market rate determination to
see if your bank is likely to be operating in a
high-rate market.
Before you request an
official determination from the FDIC, examine
the difference between national and local
market rates for each product - paying close
attention to the productfs) that are most
critical to your success. Given the complexity
of this analysis, the use of Census-driven

market definitions and the need for rapid
completion, you may want to consider
engaging a third-party firm that can offer
guidance in this type of decision process,
and/or complete the analysis for you.

Thanks, But This Doesn't Apply To

Me ...
As we've already seen, this new rule set isn't
limited to undercapitalized banks: even with
ratios above minimum requirements, if you're
operating under any kind of regulatory
agreement you're likely affected by the rate
cap. So, you're well capitalized and free of any
written agreements? Congratulations - but
now is not the time to rest on your laurels.
Most likely there is one or more institutions in
your market area subject to the deposit rate
limit - and this is your opportunity to capture
some deposit share while your competitors
sort out this new rule.
Most banks will take some time to work
through the particulars, and more time to
implement their solution. Many won't even
try - and simply limit their offered rates to
within 75 BP of the national average. With a
relatively small rate differential you can put
some distance between your bank and these
others - and know that they won't soon be
countering your move with an increase of
their own.

Lemonade from Lemons:
Rule To Your Advantage

Use This

So there are two sides to this rate cap: if your
bank is subject to the limitation, you need to
react - quickly - by determining whether and
where a 'high-rate market' exclusion exists,
obtaining the exception from the FDIC, and
promoting those rates in your marketing
efforts.
If you aren't subject to the cap, then target
those competitors who haven't heeded this
advice, and price aggressively to garner some
share while their actions are hindered. Either
way, the changes to Section 337.6 should be
something your competitors worry about - not
you.
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